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ELICITIVE FACILITATION
Target audience

Content

This workshop focuses on the facilitator as space-holder. It offers an advanced format

Elicitive Facilitation means the provision of a safe container in which the resonant voices

particularly for students and alumni of the MA Program for Peace Studies who want to

of clients can emerge. It means the creation of a space where transformation can occur

further refine their competences as peace and conflict workers.

through the communal exploration of new options for how to engage in conflictive situations. It equally implies the provision of a space and the corresponding methods that allow
clients a letting go of the masks of the persona, fostering a transformation of personal and

Learning target
Graduates of this course are familiar with the method of elicitive conflict work, particularly
elicitive facilitation. They are capable to accompany group-dynamic processes. They have
practiced selected methods of elicitive conflict transformation and are capable to apply
those in their own context of conflict work.

Admission requirements
The course primarily addresses graduates and students of the MA Program for Peace

collective shadow aspects and an unfolding of potentials.
The workshop proceeds in feedback loops between conceptual learning, reflection and the
active practice of methods introduced. A conceptual deepening is offered for each of the methods that we work with, with an emphasis on humanistic and transpersonal psychology. Yet
the main part of the workshop focuses on understanding and active practice of facilitation.
Topics addressed include: to create and hold a space in an elicitive manner; facilitating group
dynamics; working with empathy and resonance; process-oriented facilitation; facilitating
shadow aspects; dynamics of healing and unfolding; transpersonal aspects of facilitation.

Studies at the University of Innsbruck or of equivalent MA programs. Also practitioners with
professional experience in peace- and conflict work can be admitted. This goes for example
for facilitators, counselors and organizational counselors, therapists, teachers or people in
leadership positions.

Duration
November 8th until November 12th 2017

Basic Knowledge of the transrational peace philosophy, elicitive conflict transformation and
the working principles of elicitive conflict mapping is presupposed. Most of the course
will be taught in experiential and embodied manner. Openness for self-exploration, group

Qualification

dynamics, willingness to engage with the own shadow aspects and to hold space for others
therefore are required.

Certificate of the University of Innsbruck in Elicitive Facilitation

